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Gambier. Ohio, February

TRESCOTT DEFENDS OUR
COLLEGE BOWL CHANCES
Paul

Professor

Trescott

an-

nounced the winners of the Coll- faculty to allow something is very
ege Bowl tests and the plans for much different from the faculty
paring the 13 winners down to promoting it."
the required
the show.

four contestants for

"The elimination tests will have
dual purpose," said Trescott,
"First it will narrow the field
down to the four men we need,
a

second, it will provide practice in the game situations."
The selection of the actual team
will be put off until close to program time, so that all the aspirants
will have plenty of opportunity
to get accustomed to the workings
of the game.
Trescott had quite a few views
on the overall College Bowl situation. "We must remember that
the administration did not include
the College Bowl idea, it was
started by the students. For the
and

"Kenyon's participation in the
General Electric College Quiz
Bowl," said Trescott, "offers a
number of potential benefits and
no substantial disadvantages to
the College and its members."
"The first advantage is perhaps
so obvious that it has been over
looked. This is that participation
promises a memorable and ex
citing experience for the students
who are selected," he continued.
"SECOND, the College's participation can make a positive con
tribution to the morale and school
spirit of the present undergrad
uate body. The mere fact that
the College has been selected to
participate is a kind of confirmation of its existence and status

BEAUTIES TO GAMBIER
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"War mil," apdubbed "Winter Weekend," with the help of the hundreds of women fortunate enough
to be imported as
students' dates,
will provide
Kenyonites this
weekend with their first opportunity this semester to shrug off
revitalized

propriately

restraining

chains of a her-

etic Gambier existence.
Although it is doubted that many
will be able to suppress
their
desires
to begin gaiety until
evening, the festivities officially
begin at 8 p.m. with a concert by
noted

FLAWS FOR PEIRCE,
6UND HALL REVEALED
I
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PEIRCE EXPANSION
Southeast face of the new Peirce Hall addition. Completion is scheduled
for December, 1963.
by Dixie Long
building. Proposed plans follow connecting passages between the
Kenyon might have all the entwo rooms. Entry to the addition
this admonition.
dearments of Sartre's hell, but
can be gained from either a north-en- d
east-sid- e
will
The
addition
be
that doesn't keep people from tryterrace or through the presin
sawed sandstone with
faced
ing to change or improve it.
ent loge, which will be extended
parent.
limestone
trim,
like
its
Last week in a fury of constructo the north-en- d
terrace.
tion excitement, plans were re- Exposed wooden beams will supBETWEEN THE old and the
port
high
not
a
as
as
slate
roof
addileased for the Peirce Hall
new, a wide upper terrace (prestion, a building of no little size Great Hall's. On the south side ent one)
and a sunken open court,
g
window
and of much architectural signifi- a floor to gabled-ceilincon- running parallel to Peirce's basea
expose
in
will
woods
the
cance, Gund Hall, and the new
temporary touch that will not add ment level, will iUurninate Kenmathematics headquarters.
so
much. Projected to seat 192 yon's literary windows on the
A DIRECT copy of an Oxford
students,
the building will be fur- east side and for the west-sid- e
commons, Peirce Hall stands as
"compatibly"
with Great windows of the addition. Stones
nished
distincthe most awesome and
plastic
out
chairs and on the upper terrace will be reruling
Hall,
tively English building on camtables, but not guaran- set and leveled.
pus. The College's sole instruction
The open court has great potenbenches and
teeing
monastic
to the Rider Company, college
for becoming a unique beauty
tial
engineering and design consult- tables either.
center for the campus. But adexactly
left
will
be
Hall
Great
ants, when considering an addiministrators and Rider have detion, was not to ruin the present as it is. There will not even be cided to make it a gravel pit with
no entrance or exits other than
the stairway at the south end of
the upper terrace.
With a $60
per square foot building on its
west side and a $30 per square
foot one on its east, a gravel pit
In his tour de force at assem
1 1
absurd.
and any attempts to justify its ac- seems somewhat
bly last week, Dean Edwards noted
on precedents in the Trinity smacks of all the beauty of a
tions
that the Faculty Council's recom- Report are deceptive.
settling tank at a sewer plant. If
mendations on women's hours had
Museum's plan
in upperclass the Cleveland
Women's
hours
been based on Kenyon student sug
open court
were
the
followed,
dorms and houses are not even
gestions and the Trinity College Re
could become a stronghold of
reReport
mentioned.
does
The
port, an evaluation of that Episcocommend providing a place for Gothic splendor, and when diners
palian school made last spring by freshmen to take their dates
after gazed out onto it, they wouldn't
the Trinity College Senate.
think of a cesspool.
are up
a
place
women's
hours
The 78 page report, composed
How the basement of the adbesides the new student union. No
entirely by students, prompted na- plea is made for the upperclass-men- , dition will be used has not been
settled. Architects earmark if for
tional attention because of its canbecause they "have their sodor and concern. It singled out cial clubs in which to meet their private and faculty dining, but
academic weakness. It suggested friends or entertain their guests." Lord imagines it will be for recrewhere specific courses should be Kenyon has no student union ation.
CAMPUS GOURMETS will be
improved, and, indicative of its freshmen can avoid. As a result
thoroughness, recommended the only by misconstruction and read- relieved to know that two comfiring of the college's architects, ing what is not here could the plete cafeteria units are being
added where the dishwashing apO'Connor and Kilham, designers of Council say that its recommendaparatus is now and extending
Kenyon's new library.
tions were even partially predicated
east. This will enable Saga to
After reading the report we can on the T.C.R.
serve both breakfast and lunch in
find no basis on which the Faculty
The highlights below are in many university fashion ("All the big
Council can claim to base its reways
applicable to Kenyon. No schools do it") and cut their
commendations for women's hours.
doubt the Council had paragraph waiters' payroll.
Rather it seems that the Council
No. 3 in mind when it issued its
With the exception of the pit
acted solely on its own, coupled
resolutions, yet we naively fail to idea and of the bourgeois cafeteria
with Kenyon student suggestions,
see how the extension to 1 or 2 service, the addition seems an una.m.
would significantly increase common idea in an uncompromisThe Collegian regrets that
the problem. Dixie Long.
ing situation.
informing
it
that
sources
the
"The freshmen have adequate
Gund Hall's "utility corridor"
Paul B. Trescott was a
of the Faculty resolution on facilities for eating and recreation, has been explained before, but
but they have no place where they some of the dorm's finer points
women's hours were incorrect.
Prof. Trescott has informed us can socialize with their classmates, haven't. Everything but mathe had "nothing to do with its or more important, where they can tresses and chairs will be built in.
preparations," and we pass the take a date when their rooms are A console running the length of
Upperclassmen, on the one wall will contain two ward- correction along.
fly-aw-

Folk Singer Josh White

the
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FACULTY DECISION ON
INAPPROPRIA TE BASE?

1
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(Cont. on page 6. col. 4)

WAR BALL, WHITE LURE

''

Journal of Student Opinion

sidered one of the greatest folk
singers of our time. According
to one of his album covers, "His
unique approach has been characterized by his superb guitar style,
which alternately expresses the
n
blues, the
throbs, the
delicacy, the whine and the twang
of the love and life he sings
about."
The silence of Saturday in
Gambier will be abruptly shattered by fraternity gatherings as
once again the many students of
Kenyon collect in their own divisions for parties. If they have
sufficiently recovered from the
earlier gala celebrations, couples
will be able to partake of evening
cocktails, and finish the weekend
in grand style at the tenth annual
Military
Ball, featuring "the
low-dow-

folk singer Josh White.
Providing a further outlet for
'he nervous activity generated by
academic pressure, will be several
Maternity blasts following
the
cncert.
WHITE, who developed his distinctive talent from the blind Statesman."
musicians he led about the streets
Orchids and Bromos to all those
as a
youth, is unequivocally con- - who survive the festivities.

co-edit-

or

off-limi-

ts.

(Cont. on page 6, col.

3)

(Cont. on page 5, col.

1)
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Sine 1856
BI-WEEK-

To
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Mrs. Macauley Replies

the Editor:

In the Collegian's careful and
gracious appraisal of the Thomas
Mann exhibit occurs a phrase
which may lead readers to believe
that the College spent money on
this exhibit which might better
have been spent on a visiting lecturer. May I point out that the
exhibit was sent to Gambier by
the West German Government at
no cost to Kenyon other than that
of shipping the material to the
next institution. Most of the labor, even to putting the glass
covers in place, was supplied by
members of the German Department. And, while I'm at it, I may
as well ruin that witty opening
Additional money is generally offered as the panacea for remark by pointing out that the
all of Kenyon's shortcomings. The manifestations of this need exhibit was conceived not by
for funds are so numerous and ubiquitous that they scarcely those who gave the world the
need repeating. Everyone knows that financial considerations Volkswagen but by a Swiss.
Bruce Haywood.
dictate the increasing of the enrollment of the college to
700
the most economical size. Perhaps not so generally Ordman Discusses Fire,
evident is that Gund Hall, the proposed new freshman dormi-

John J. Camper, Thomas F. Black
Editors
News Editor
Frederic D. Farrar
Alan R. Vogeler, Jr.
Feature Editor
Sports Editor
Richard J. Scheidenhelm
Dave Burch
Copy Editor
John C. Nelson
Business Manager
John Buckley
Circulation Manager
Tom Novinson
Cartoonist
Staff: Mike Burr, John Cocks, Dave Crump, Ashby Denoon, John Gable, Dave
Langston, Dixie Long.
P. Frederick Kluge, Stephen C. Herbst
Advisory Editors
". . . were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government
without newspapers or newspapers without government, I should not hesitate a
moment to prefer the latter."
Thomas Jefferson.

The Root of All Good

tory, will not be completed until November because the Forum and Publicity
administration had to raise as much money as possible before To the Editor:
beginning construction, to avoid costly deficit financing.
I went to the assembly today
The budgeted deficit for the college year 1962-6- 3 is $48,245 with some doubt as to whether
"lecture" would be
This money must be paid out of the college's anemic endow- the proposed
suitable for the presumably acament, with the consequent loss of the interest which would demic objective of the assembly
be paid if the $48,245 were left intact. The College cannot series. I continue to feel that the
spend more than is now budgeted for books and more and assembly planned was not suitbetter faculty until this multiple loss of money is lowered able.
to a tolerable figure.
As the assembly actually de
veloped, however, it was very en
SINCE STUDENT FEES and tuitions are already among joyable; I hope that the "forum"
the highest in the state, the money must come from outside idea can be developed, as this is
from alumni and private foundations. Of all an institution the College needs.
the College
the possible donors, the sorriest performance is made by I am uncertain as to how much
required; per
Kenyon's own alumni and, ironically, the less the alumni attendance need be coming to one
haps each student
give, the less we get from foundations.
session out of each two would

Ai

A

The College last year received from alumni only $32,690 suffice.
In addition to strong support of
of the $50,000 goal of the alumni campaign. A more significant
forum idea, I would like to
the
indicator of the loyalty of Kenyon alumni is that only 600 of
up the following two points
bring
the 4100 living alumni gave anything at all.
omitted because of time this
If it were only a case of the College's losing a potential morning:
$18,000, this failure of the alumni would not be quite so
1) In reference to the locking
reprehensible. But the College also loses the interest on this of Ascension Hall. Often in early
money. Furthermore, (and this is where it really hurts) evening, only the basement center
with a numprivate foundations are inclined to give to the colleges whose door ofis left unlocked,
ber
students in the building.
alumni also are inclined to give. The foundations believe For fire considerations, if nothing
that if 85 per cent of the alumni do not give, either the col- else, this is dangerous. One
lege is not trying to get money from the alumni, and is con- might go down the north stairs
tent to rely on the foundations, or (more likely) the alumni only to find the door locked and
to go back upstairs to get
don't care about the welfare of the school. The foundations have
out. If no other arrangement can
know that if they do make a grant to Kenyon, the alumni be made, the doors should be able
may become even more parsimonious.
to be unlocked from the inside (or
preferably, left unlocked).
PERHAPS THE ALUMNI don't realize that by being so
2) Publicity
I don't know what
cheap they are hurting the College in more ways than one.
publicity
the College now
staff
It is difficult to believe that these 3500 college graduates who,
has, if any. It has been suggested
surveys show, will make $100,000 more in their lifetimes than in discussions (in one case at Rev.
men, cannot spare 10 or 15 dollars. And it seems Hettlinger's house) that a number
ironic that a college which prides itself on the intimacy be- of students might offer an hour
tween students and faculty and administration can retain so or so a week for this purpose, if
there was anything useful for
little loyalty in its former students.
non-colle-

ge

We hope that more alumni will accept their responsibility
in keeping the College solvent. We also hope that the present
students will not, when they become alumni, emulate the
existing miserly bunch.

them to do (send notices to hometown papers, for instance). I will
volunteer myself, and know a few
other who might this might be
suitable for "forum" discussion.
Edward T. Ordman

B. U. C. K. PLAN HELD UP BY FINANCING
Hundreds of acres will be clear- to replace these
ed, thousands will be left home- modern,
less, and millions will be spent in some kind."
up-to-da-

the Better Urban Community for
Kenyon program.
Scheduled for sometime in the
future, the plan will involve the
petroleum district, the barber
college, the laundry complex, and
the retail food region.
Said business manager Sam
Lord last week, "We recognize the
area as a fire hazard, an eyesore,
and Gambier's principal slums. It
is the hope of the administration

J.

te

structures with the exploitable market.
buildings
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FINANCING is the holdup, as
usual. Any redevelopment program must pay its own way
through store rentals, and so far
all projected plans have required
rentals bigger than local commercial interests could muster.
Several times sketches have
been drawn, and shrewd insurance companies have offered the
money. But the vested commercial interests felt the required
rentals would be too high for

To

Ordman's Letter

Ordman's letter, a copy of which was
sent to Dean Edwards, evoked the following response from Publicity Director
Anne Macauley:

As you know, we have supplied
your office (and Dean Bailey's)
with forms for use in furnishing
us newsworthy information on
Such information
is
students.
used as promptly as possible. Each
department head has also been
supplied with forms for reporting
to us on faculty and department
activities.
The basic function of the Publicity Department is to send information to appropriate media
on cultural events, grants, awards,
athletics, new buildings, etc. I
know of no such item that has
gone unreported. In addition, this
department is responsible for preparing three newsletters (for parents, alumni, and friends of the
College) and a monthly clipsheet
which goes to a list of foundations,
corporations, etc. This work is
person,
done by one part-tim- e
with the help of a secretary who
also works for the Alumni Bu-

Dean Edwards:
In reply to Mr. Ordman's comments on the Publicity Department, the following points should
be of interest.
This office has a record of exactly 193 students who have had
hometown stories sent out on
them since November 1. This includes a story on each letterman
on the football and soccer teams.
We also have clippings from newspapers where the stories appeared,
although this file is necessarily incomplete, since we get only about
coverage from the clipping
40
service, and some of the hometown papers are relatively
lletin.

(Cont. on page 6. col. 3)

Two -- Way Highway
We sat among the 600 students who perfunctorily heeded
the universal summons to appear at Rosse Hall, Monday, Jan.
21, for a required traffic safety lesson. We heard some poignant
introductory remarks by the guest lecturer, uh . . .uh . . Cpl.
Myron Campbell of the State Highway Patrol, such as, "I had
a friend in Mansfield and he was killed . . you'll be able to
see that in the film!" and "It's not a pretty picture . .the films
are not doctored up." The curtains were drawn and the projector began to offer us what undoubtedly would have been
a movie to gruesome for the stomach of average sensitivity.
Yes, we heard those "sounds of excruciating pain" that Officer
Campbell had prepared us for, but fortunately the film
had to be stopped
the sun had rendered Rosse Hall unsuitable for the show.
.

.

.

Dean Edwards rose, deemed the cinematic effort "an apparent failure" in apology, and in the time remaining offered
to entertain any questions about the College. Knowing that
the typical Kenyon student is usually "fashionably" apathetic,
we anticipated another abortive effort. We were pleasantly
surprised to see the hands go up
to see the vogue defied:
we were pleasantly surprised to find that Kenyon students
are interested in their school. But we were shocked to discover how out of touch the students are with the administration.
DEAN EDWARDS did a creditable job of answering
questions
about the proposed new freshman dormitory,
the conspicuous absence of books in the spacious new library,
the Faculty Council resolutions on women's hours, the College
Bowl
What would have been the worst in a long line
of insufferably poor compulsory assemblies fortuitously resulted in a lively, impromptu forum.
The communication gap between students and administration is now painfully evident. We urge more such "open
forums" on a
basis in the future. We would
like to see various top officials. President Lund, Dean Bailey.
Mr. Thomas, Mr. Lord, and Mr. Scudder, to name a few.
appear from time to time in direct confrontation with the
students who pose the questions. This would eliminate the
current improper situation of having the Dean of Students
play the uneasy role as interpreter of administrative decisions
to the student body, and as the omnipresent intermediary in
relations. In alleviating the pernicious
communication problem, the College Forum could help to reunite a slowly but surely disintegrating student body.
non-compulso-

student-administrati-

ry

ve

THE SELF-STUDreport is scheduled for release in
When financing does become
available, Lord envisions rows of the near future. Inevitably questions will be raised by
brick buildings, housing clean
o
students. Who will answer them? We recommend a
stations on the north end,
assembly in which the report, the faculty prowith perhaps the Bookstore at posals
(following
a year and a half of study) on almost all
the other. In between will be adfacets
of
home
improvement
academic, social, governmental
equate room for other Gambier
might be freely discussed. Enough students have shown
entrepreneurs. Concluded Lord,
"We know we have the need, and an encouragingly keen interest in official school business to
we're still examining ways to do warrant such an experiment. The creation of the College
Forum now depends on the interest of the administrators. We
it"
The region involved stretches learned nothing about traffic safety that Monday past, but
from Kokosing Market to Charlie we think Dean Edwards learned something from the students.
Woolison's Gas Station.
We hope he will relay that message to the proper authorities.
Y

So-hi-

non-compulso-

ry
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Notes From Nowhere
by A Distant Friend
Even some artists say that there has been a sad decline of art in
twentieth century. Quite a number of religious professionals
speak of a similar decline in religion in the same period. And who has
not heard moralists lamenting what has become of twentieth century
morals. As for the political and social state of affairs, you have
noticed not a few sociologists and political scientists worried about
what it is like since the turn of the century. Perhaps it is only natural science that has made steady, even phenomenal, progress in that
period, on the level of technological achievement.
No scientist as a
the

scientist is

anything but proud about that.

What of philosophy? Hasn't it backslid into a sad decline? This
question forces us to make an important distinction. We have above
been talking about "states of affairs"
moral, economic, etc.
that
level where they may be looked at
exists on a
theorized about, an devaluated. But is there anything comparable
that is to be called a "philosophical state of affairs" as something
you experience first and then theorize about? We do speak of the
"state of philosophy" at present and perhaps worry about it, but
then we have in view something already on the level of theory and
theorizing. Then, if we don't like what we see, our complaint will
be about a theory or a way of theorizing, not about a condition in
the world as in the above cases.
sub-theoretic-

al
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It's the Same Outside, But

"Information Center" Takes Over
College's Alumni Library Building
by David Langsion
Despite the brave new sign
which points out Kenyon's Information Center, the current generation will know it as the Old Library for a good while.
Erected in 1885 as Hubbard Hall,
the building which yielded its
compressed knowledge to the hotly devoted few is now a clean,
well-li- t
place that smells of the
twentieth century. All it took was
a $10,000 Trustee appropriation,
our versatile maintenance
men
and a little outside labor.

GROUND FLOOR structural
changes are few. The check-odesk, soon to house a PBX central switchboard, faces a chopped
up periodical
admissions room.
Admissions Director Tracy Scud-de- r
has a modem rugged office
complete with
fireplace, and is unquotably enthusiastic about his new arrangement. He raises only mild complaints at being remoded from the
impressive academic traffic of
ut

non-function-

al

This kind of worry about the condition of theories and theorizing
felt by any responsible theorist in any area. Even the scientist is
anxious about the logic of his theory. In physics it is quite a headache: the paradox in the wave-particconception, e.g. And what
theologian is not perplexed by the inconsistencies in his theory of
God? So for the artist. The nonsense he makes about art when he
theorizes about it makes him sick, if he is at all responsible as a
thinker and loves his art enough to incline him to protect it against
is

le

such

THREE

indiguity.

Visiting hopefuls will no longer
witness the rumbling mob of the
talented few who have made it into the hallowed halls, but their
mothers will still swallow their
anxiety outside in the corridor.
As soon as the Norton Room is refurbished they may have a decent
waiting room which they will
probably share with lounging
faculty and trustees.
Kenyon's own businessman,
Samuel Lord, occupies the old
home of Librarian Heintz. He's
not very sentimental, but feels
confident that "We've made the
best use of the space."
UPSTAIRS, the former Fine
Arts room has assumed an "L"
shape with annexation of half the
English room. A Kenyon Review
on the door rates the inevitable on
the floor. In here our editors bask
in sun with a Fleischauer on the
wall and sport with a big red
Poodle between
editons. The
humming old Reeves room keeps
its plaque but now belongs to
William Thomas
and Alumni Secretary Brent Toz-zand their formidable array of
secretaries.
All are glad to be out of the
dungeons now left to the Mathematics Department.
Even the
storage and printing people in the
basement feel promoted and forge
ahead with plans for shutters and
more coordinated output.
Just
$15,000 more would allow the Accounting Department to set up
shop in the stacks where dust is
now beginning to collect dust, and
a sign reading 'Start here with
900. . . ." hangs in Kilroyesque
memory of that great day.
Vice-Preside- nt

er

Philosophy in the twentieth century is moved primarily by a
vast sympathy for the thoughtful people who are intelligent enough
to get headaches over the condition that theories are in
theories
about anything.
Philosophers at
have therefore placed
a temporary
moratorium on grand system-buildin- g
first in philosophy itself, because they have the humility at last to feel, with
other intellectually alert people, how perplexing are the impasses
(Above) Student chats with Mrs. Elizabeth
CHANGE OF FACE
one gets into when he takes to theorizing without the controls on it
Home in Director of Admissions Tracy Scudder's plush new office in
are
its "logic"
and how these differ subtly from case to case.
the Alumni Library. The office is in the former periodicals room.
But since philosophers are now trying to explore the problem (Below) A barren Norton Room evokes a bit of nostalgia when stuthoroughly, they are doing it painstakingly. This subtly taxes every dents think of many happy hours spent there. It is scheduled to be
room.
human capacity: imaginative, intuitive, intellectual. Above all, it turned into a combination waiting-meetinmakes a fierce demand for an extraordinary sanity on all levels, in
addition to the unusual humility. So it is not popular, though it is
trying to realize what sane and troubled people want. The legitimate
popularization will come later, after the careful work is done. Unfortunately, it is this complex demand that some critics irk under
Robie Macauley, Kenyon Rewhen they pontificate about "the sad decline of philosophy in the
view editor, summed it all up as
twentieth century."
The quotes are put around the expression
a public relations building.
"A
because it has just been used in the advertisement of a literary
good central place from which all
quarterly.
the dealings with the public can
be carried on in relative coorHaywood on Admissions
dination."
mid-centu-

ry

g

If old libraries
harkened to
poets, ours would not really mind
the knowledge it has lost for the
information it has gained.

Kenyon's Being Wet
Doesn't Make It Easy
the quality looks
good . . . about the same as
year," said Professor Bruce
Haywood, Chairman of the Admissions Committee, referring to
applicants for the Class of 1967.
While confessing a "slight decrease" in the number of candidates compared to this time last
year, Haywood explained that the
number of better qualified applicants is on the rise. "The quantity has remained fairly constant
over the last four years, but the
quality has improved," he re-

Kenyon is in the "not easy position of being the only legally wet
campus in Ohio. This fact does
not set well with some high school
counselors and parents." He said
there is no way to determine the
Kenyon's
influence of
liquor
freedom on prospective students,
but that he is "emphatically not
in favor of abolishing the privilege."
The attitude of the prospective
student apparently has changed
over' the years. When Haywood
joined the faculty in 1954 the
marked.
typical questions were "Where do
For the sake of comparison, the
I go for dates?" and "What about
Class of '66 scored on an average
he
"Candidates,"
fraternities?"
30 points higher on the College
said, "are now more concerned
Boards than scholarship winners
about the library, its holdings, and
entering the Class of '65. Accordiopportunities for graduate school.
ng to the Chairman,
this fact
The Admissions Board is shootshows a "definite improvement in
a
testing ability." The Class of '66 ing for about 200 students,
over last year.
(600 verbal, 614 math) averaged slight decrease
100 points
better than the fresh- "We don't want to increase the
size of a class at the expense of
men of five or six years ago.
Haywood explained. In
What institutions are Kenyon's quality,"
the
chief competitors in scholar re- order to get its 200 select,
400.
accept
to
will
have
Board
cruiting? Applicants mention Dartpolicy is standmouth and Princeton as alternate "This
PrinceHarvard,
throughout
ard
choices "much more prominently"
genin
League
Ivy
. . .
the
ton
than other places.
Haywood ineral."
cluded Amherst,
and
Williams,
Wesleyan as other rivals in the
AT PRESENT, Haywood thinks
Perennial egghead hunt.
the College is an 'admirable size,"
'On the whole, I'm very, very and frowns upon the idea of ind creasing over 700 to 750, in which
Pleased with the boys I've
sense
so far . . .1 think the new case, "Kenyon could lose the
library has helped us," said the of its central purpose of being a
Englishman.
On the other hand,' small school."
"At this time

very
last

'two-for-on- e'

inter-viewe-

1
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RAY AND WORTMAN

SHINE;

GRAPPLERS STILL TUMBLE
The depthless Kenyon wrestling team suffered two defeats in
meets at Denison, January 16, and
against Hiram, January 19. The
As a constructive attempt at the betterment of the Kenyon man, the Lords' season record now stands
Collegian reprints the following editorial by Dave Rothgery,
at no wins, three losses, and a tie.
Exponent. The editorial was carried in the
of the Baldwin-Wallac- e
The only winners for Kenyon
Jan. 18, 1963, issue of that journal. Eds.
in
the 19-- 7 defeat by the Big Red
FrankMan.
Benjamin
great
not
necessarily
a
Vinci
was
Da
Leonardo
147-lsophomore Dick Ray,
were
not
lin was not necessarily a great Man. Michaelangelo (sic) was
157-lsophomore Rick Wortman,
necessarily a great Man. In fact, each student on the Baldwin-Wallac- e
177-ljunior Bob Almirall.
campus has as much potential to be a great Man as did these three men. and
were not at their best
Lords
The
B-You
are
life.
giving
on
of
you
are
the threshold
student
As a
against Denison; promising freshmuch thought as to where you are going. Most of you have resigned man Bill Judson sustained a back
yourself to the fact that, although you are different from others, still injury and was out for a week;
g
job, a mate, and a happy and secure life
you will seek a
hence Kenyon was forced to forcommon
lot of mankind.
of
the
rest
will
the
as
feit five points in each meet.
Yet, although most of us, if not all of us, are not nearly so talented
AT HOME against Hiram, the
as were Da Vinci, Franklin, and Michaelangelo, still we can be greater
badly, losing
specimens of Man. For certain, Da Vinci, Franklin, and Michaelangelo Lord grapplers fared
came when
26-points
Kenyon's
was
but
and
creators,
thinkers,
great
artists
men,
were very gifted
Ray tied his opponent for two
each of them a great Man ?
points, and when Captain Wort-ma- n
Possibly they were. If they lived to the fullest by the principles in
pinned his opponent for five.
which they believed. If, even when suffering was to be the result, they Freshman Norm Hartsel performthey
mind,
and
then
conscience
of
their
followed completely the dictates
class before
ed well in the 123-lwere each a great Man. Mediocre Man may have a good set of prin- being pinned late in the match.
not
live
does
he
no
to
avail
if
is
it
But
believes.
ciples in which he
Denison and Hiram are rated
these principles. Colton said: "Men will wrangle for religion; write
live it."
as two of the top four teams in the
for it; fight for it; die for it; anything but
Kenyon s
A great Man must expect, almost welcome, suffering and pain. When Ohio Conference.
strongweight
become
middle
conscience
of
the
in
the
strength
the desire to deviate from the dictates
classes leads one to expect that
est, then the test for a great Man is begun.
will improve upon last
Every student on the campus has principles by which he prides him- the Lords
record by taking
winless
season's
principles,
by
these
live
must
also
He
atheist.
an
self even if he is
remaining seven
of
greatness
their
few
a
his
and
Man
great
and' still have an open mind. He is then a
meets.
show.
sw:s

....

You Can Be Great
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A Grand Old Man

NOTED SCIENTIST
WILL LECTURE ON
Poet Robert Frost died in Bos-- i
ton's Walter Brent Bringham hos
BASIS OF MEMORY pital at 1:58 a.m. Tuesday morning.
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Mathematics majors are shown placing
LIBRARY MOVING
books in the new mathematics library. The library, formerly in Nu
Pi Kappa, is now in the basement of Ascension in quarters vacated
by the Kenyon Review.

GAMBIER ENTREPRENEUR
REVEALS INN'S CHARM
by Al Vogeler
For nearly 13 years the Village
Inn, under the management of
Gambier businessman James Trit-tiphas catered to discriminating
epicures throughout central and
northern Ohio. The rustic taven
sign swinging in the wind before
the Inn proudly announces the
"Recrestaurant's prime boast
ommended by Duncan Hines."
Friendly and parsimonious, the
V.I.'s manager, fondly tagged "Mr.
T." by students, revealed that
customers flock to Gambier from a
radius of 100 miles. The most
popular items on the menu, he
candidly disclosed, are celery seed
dressing and Old English cheese
soup. "But it isn't the kind of
restaurant that is known for one
particular thing. The Village Inn
is well known for its good food in
general, and for its wide selection."
Balding but energetic, "Mr. T"
further revealed that the students
of Kenyon ("very fine when they
generally
behave themselves"),
frequent the Inn with their parents or with dates. "Many students," exclaimed the ambrosial
authority, "just want to get away
from the rush and bustle of a
regular- meal."
One must note
that the blissful calm which envelops all who traverse its
blanched portals is one of the
country inn's most attractive features.
to
disapointment
A serious
Trittioo is that "many are not
sensitive to how well or how
poorly the food is prepared. We
have built our business on the
basis of the quality and seasoning
of the food. We give our custo
mers more than just a baked
potato and tossed salad. Our salad
is one of the most popular parts
of the meal."
o,
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PREACHERS IN THE
COLLEGE CHAPEL AT
10:30 A.M.

February

3

Dr. Wolfgang Zucker

February

10

The Rev. John Porter
"Christian Marriage"
Professor Gerald E. Myers,
of the Lectureship
Chairman
Committee, has announced that
Sir Steven Runciman's lecture,
"Changing Views of the Crusades," scheduled for February 18,
has been canceled due to Sir
Steven's illness. Myers said he
hopes to reschedule the lecture
for a later date.
The offices of Hika, the under
graduate literary magazine, have
moved to the sandstone Tower.
The old offices (second floor
Peirce) have been sacrificed to the
Reveille.

"The number of people who dine
at the Inn on any particular day,"
"Mr. T" remarked, "is absolutely
unpredictable."
The amount of
business depends heavily on the
weather; and during the violent
winter months, cancellations are
numerous.

On February 8 in Philomathes-ia- n
Hall at 8:00 p.m. Dr. Ralph W.
Gerard, Director of Laboratories,
Mental Health Research Institute,
University of Michigan, will deliver the second Larwill Lecture.
Dr. Gerard, who is also Professor
of Neurophysiology at the Mental
Health Institute, will speak on the
topic 'The Physical Basis of
Memory."
Dr. Gerard has had a distinguished career in physiology and
neurophysiology, and has taught
at the University of South Da
kota, the University of Chicago,
and the University of Illinois, as
well as at Michigan. He is past
chairman of the National Confer
ence on the Evaluation of Phreno- tropic Drugs.
AT PRESENT he is chairman
of the Veterans Administration
Committee on Aging, and in the
past he has served the govern
ment as consultant to the Chief of
Naval Research, the Office of Sur
geon General, and the Operations
Research Office.
At the University of Michigan he
has been the principal investiga
tor on the schizophrenia and psy
chopharmacology project, as well
as Director of Laboratories at the
Mental Health Research Institute
Dr. Gerard is the author or editor
of seven books, including Meth
ods in Medical Research and Psy
chopharmacology:
Problems
in
Evaluation.

One of the unique features of
the Village Inn, its gift shop and
tobacco counter, provides parents,
students, and Mount Vernon businessmen with everything from New Governing Body
paintings to Rum Crooks. Fraternity ash trays sell especially Seriously Considered
well, and are popular with alumni
and friends of students.
Many By Council Committee
guests take great delight in smok
The only amazing thing about
ing a V.I. cigar after one of its Monday's Student Council meet
sumptuous meals.
ing was that it set a new 1962-6- 3
When quizzed about possible record for brevity 48 minutes,
picture
plans for enlargement Mr. Trittipo including the yearbook
(9.5 minutes).
replied, "We plan to continue just
However, the Council's Self
as we have. We realize if we had
a cocktail bar business would be Study Committee came up with
greatly increased, but we prefer some surprisingly sound ideas a- to keep business quiet and serve bout the future forms of Ken
yon's student government.
good meals."
y
Perry Lentz, the
It was discovered that the rumor Committee s chairman, said that
currently circulating on the Hill a new branch of Kenyon govern
that Mr. Trittipo is selling out ment was being seriously consid
is completely groundless. The ered by his group.
quiet picturesque Inn situated in
THE NEW BODY would be ;
the heart of scenic Gambier should campus
senate
comprising
continue to serve the connoisseurs members of the student body, the
of good food under the direction administration and the faculty
of James Trittipo for years to The exact number of representa
come.
tives from each group, if the plan
should be put into operation, has
not yet been decided.
"We realize, of course," drawled
FACULTY VIEWS
Lentz, "that the Board of Trustees
and the President run Kenyon
BOWL FAVORABLY
But we think this plan will get
College President F. Edward the students closer to The Board
Lund has announced that he and and the President. It would, we
the Faculty Council are in agree feel, put an end to the delays we
ment over the advisability
of encountered with the women's
Kenyon's participation in the hours proposals."
General Electric College Bowl
Lentz also stated that the inter
March 17.
fraternity Council will be
"brought into closer contact with
"If the students are in favor of
the Student Council."
it and if they can field a good
"IT WILL BE in some ways
team, we approve of it," Lund
Council
btudent
committee,'
;aid.
(A show of hands at the
cuiiunuea, ana in some
Jan. 21 assembly showed a six to i,eiii.;
ways autonomous."
one majority of students in favor
y
The
group also has
of the television competition.)
discussed recommending that the
"As for the Collegian's objec Alumni House lounge be
tions to the radio (sic) program' ed lor Kenyon students during
on moral grounds, the tournament! the week until 11 p.m.
seems to be as much in the lib
In other business, the Council
eral tradition as football, baseball elected Phil Harter secretary by
or any other type of recreation.' a healthy margin over Dave Van
Lund expressed faith that the Looy.
The Council will also send
statement made at the beginning
of the program, that the Quiz; letter to the Maintenance Depart
Bowl is not intended to show the ment protesting that group's shod
particularly
relative merit of the competing dy operations,
colleges, would prevent any low view of the fact that they saved
ering of the College's reputation $20,000 in dispensing with maid
in the event of a loss.
Self-Stud-

Self-Stud-

re-op-

en

it only steadied
and purified him the more."
"He came very often to Kenyon
College. It was one of his favorite
stopping places."
"In my opinion, there has been
nothing in the college calendar for
the past 25 years that has meant
more to Kenyon boys than Robert
Frost's reading."
Frost, who spoke at the Gordon
Keith Chalmers Memorial Library
dedication October 28th of last
year, had promised to "come back
for a longer stay to meet the
students."
Those students shall be sadder
and poorer now.
of his mission,

John Crowe Ransom, who knew
Frost better than anyone else on
the Kenyon campus had these
comments about the rural poet:
'Robert Frost was a grand man.
And long before he died, he had
become the American Poet more
than any other man in the na
tional history."
'He travelled up and down the
land, and stood before countless
audiences in that role; he spoke
vernacular. He
the American
possessed in his own right the
character of the American, and
when he became fully conscious

MUCH ADO' TO MAKE
GAMBIER PREMIERE
by James Branagan
With the first performance of
Much Ado About Nothing ..less
than two weeks away, cast, pro
duction crews and costume de
partment are burning the midnight oil to polish what should be
production.
a truly memorable
Rehearsals are progressing in fine
style and director James Michael
feels confident in stating that,
"Much Ado About Nothing, on
which the cast of 24 is putting the
finishing touches, promises,
other things, to be one of
the most spectacular productions
to grace the Hill Theater stage in
a good many years."
a-mo-

ng

The dramatic tapestry which is
evolving is definitely one of many
strains. Music Director Pemn
Radley and choreographer
Jeff
Way have combined talents to
provide the interludes of music
and dance which so complement
Shakespeare's humor and subtle
wit. John Hattendorf and his
crew of builders and painters
have constructed an elaborate set
which is not only functional, but
designed specifically with the desired tone of the play in mind.
THE THEME of the 19th cent
ury valentine which is reflected
in the ornate balustrude and cir
cular staircases has also been
carried over into the costumes.
Indeed, Pat McCulloh, costume
designer, for the entire cast, has
stated, "The valentine has served
as a 'visual metaphor' for all my
designs."

It is without a doubt, in this
writer's opinion, that Mrs.
success with the 'visual
metaphor' is certainly an unqualiMc-Cullo-

h's

Maintaining the
d
tone of the play, most of
the costumes are creations of rose,
lavender and beige and pastels of
red, yellow and blue. Characterization also played a significant
role in the choice of colors.
Hero and Claudio wear complementing costumes of rose and lavender, the clowns bear a set of
greens, while villain Don John
and his fellow schemers are
fied one.

light-hearte-

CONCERT AT 0TTERBEIN
If getting to the geographical
center of Ohio is no problem, the
Four Freshmen, ranked by several
surveys and magazines the best
vocal group in the country, will
be there next Thursday to entertain you starting at 8:15 p.m. in
Otter-bei- n
Cowan Hall Auditorium,
College. Reserved seats are
$2.50; general admission, $2. Reservations can be made by phoning
(area code 614) or by
writing to the box office in care
of the Student Council.
82-360-

1

clothed in a combination of scarlets and grays. Much of the
de-liberaten-

and subtlety

costume design (for example,
Margaret, who inadverently aids
the plot of Don John, bears on her
dress a design of scarlet, the villain's color) will be observed only
by the most discerning theater
goers, but the splendor of design
and color will inevitably come

through.
DESIGNING the costumes, however, was only the first step of the
To maintain
ambitious project.
the 19th century decor it was
necessary for Mrs. McCulloh to
design her own patterns for most
of the 24 costumes. Only then,
with the help of a group of 19
headed by
local seamstresses,
Lizbeth Fulleman and Ruth Scud-decould the actual cutting and
sewing, fitting and resewing begin.
Much Ado will run from Feb.
13 thru 16, with curtain time at
8:30 p.m.; there will be an additional matinee Saturday, 16, at
2:30.
The box office will open
next Tuesday and be open every
weekday from 1:30 to 3:30.
Because of the enthusiastic support given the theater by the student body in the past, only stu
dents and season ticket holders
will be able to obtain tickets for
the Saturday evening performance the first week the box office
is open.
After that Saturday
night tickets will go on sale for
the general public.
SINCE the Saturday evening
performance of Orpheus Descending was sold out three days after
the box office opened, and advance response
indicates that
seats for Much Ado will go much
faster, students are advised to obtain their tickets as soon as possible. There is no charge for stutickets
dent tickets;
sell for $1.50.
r,

non-stude- nt

NEWS BULLETIN

Shortly before press lime,
this journal was informed that
Chicago radio dignitary Sig
Sakowicz will soon dedicate a
song to our schooL
According to a communique
from Lillian May (Assistant to
Sig), "A tune will be dedicated
in honor of your fine school
KENYON COLLEGE on 'Sig's
Show,' Monday, February 4th
via WGN radio between 11:05
and midnite."
Students are urged to inform friends and relatives in
the Chicago area of this upcoming
attraction. Kenyon
students possessing
radios are advised that
11:05 p.m. Chicago time is
12:05 a.m. Gambier time.
extra-powerf-

ul

Need a ride?

Advertise
in
the COLLEGIAN

ess

of the

PATRONIZE THE
ADVERTISERS
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HEIDELBERG, HIRAM THWART
CAGERS' COMEBACK ATTEMPT
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The ailing Kenyon basketball team, seemingly preoccupied with

preparing for semester exams, dropped two more games
losing to
Heidelberg,
and Hiram,
to bring their season record
69-5- 0,

64-5-

8

to
In the Hiram encounter, however, the Lords showed signs
of improvement, and observers here predicted that the hoopsters
would finally break out of their slump in last night's game with
3--

THE DESK SET Diagram shows
wardrobe and oversize deck (same
size as in Leonard). The lighted
vanity will be unique to Kenyon.

m

ICE RINK OPENS
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Top-vieROOM
of Gund Hall room arrangement shows
virtual division of the room in half. Beds are separated by

NEW

ng

w

Eight inches of smooth, solid
bookcase and desks and wardrobes are in opposite corners. ice now adorn the plastic base;
Sectional arrangement will be appreciated by incompatible room- students, faculty, and citizens of
mates.
Gambier are invited to skate on it.
The
rink is open all week. GenNEW
HAVE REC
eral skating is allowed from 3
(Cont. from page 1)
leading
to the other 5:30 p.m. Amateur hockey enthucases (all rooms except proctor's paths
will be doubles). The wardrobes twin structures in the quadrangle.
siasts are invited to appear beGund Hall residents will have two
will have lighted mirrors ("Sometof 5 and 7, and,
to themselves, tween the hours
hing we should have done in private lounges
except
Monday
for
and Wednesby
separate
a
connected
stairway.
Leonard and Hanna," said Lord)
Typing booths will also be pro- day evenings when the ice is reand sliding doors. Beds will be separated by a 4' 6" high, 12" wide vided in the resident area.
served for members of Kenyon's
bookshelf that will provide some
Quarters for the math depart- hockey team, night skating (under
privacy as well as needed book
ment are being readied in the lights) is permitted.
space. Kushan,
Edwards, Hay- renovated basement of North Aswood, and Lord worked out the
cension. The result of a $1500
room arrangement that promises
grant from the National Science LACROSSE MEETING
a utility and compactness
patently Foundation, the section will boast
Norm Dubiel, Kenyon lacrosse
(and Patentedly) absent in Leonaits own seminar room, library, coach, announced a lacrosse meetrd.
faculty offices, and two new class- ing in the Peirce Hall lounge for
TO THE RECOGNIZED need of
rooms.
February 4th at 7 p.m.
a freshman
meeting place, a spacDubiel has plans for a six
Altogether, the program outious room projecting east from
Gund Hall will provide TV and lined last week gave a dynamic game lacrosse trip to the east dur
Details of
other social facilities, leaving the indication of an alive Kenyon, ing spring vacation.
Lewis and Norton lounges mainly even if students do find the place the trip and training procedures
will be outlined at the meeting.
for study. This lounge will have sheer hell.
full-lengt-

DORM TO

Marietta.
An estimated 40 students completed the treacherous trek to
Wertheimer Field House to witness the January 17 Heidelberg
fiasco. The Lords, who obviously missed the scoring touch of
sophomore Ken Klug, who is in
the infirmary with the mumps,
contained the Student Princes for
about 10 minutes and then fell
apart, scoring four points in a
stretch and falling behind,
at the half.
HEIDELBERG'S success at the
free throw line insured Kenyon's
defeat as the pressing Lords drew
numerous fouls in the second half.
The Student Princes hit 19 of 25
foul shots as compared to two out
of six for Kenyon. The only bright
spot of the evening was the accurate shooting of freshman Brian
Farney, who hit 21 points and
junior Al Pettibone, who completed all four field goal atttempts.
Dave Brickner and Sam Schubert
tallied 24 and 18 points respec
12-min-

The old polo barn, two blocks
east of Watson Hall, has been converted into an
rink.
Ten faculty families recently canvassed the metropolis of Gambier,
and their efforts brought in $200,
$100 of which was used to purchase a 100x50 plastic cover.
ice-skati-

8.

h

27-2- 3,

ute

tively for Heidelberg.
The Lords traveled to Hiram on
January 19 and almost upset the
Terriers before a rash of foul
trouble stalled their offensive attack. The Lords outshot Hiram
from the field,
but committed 25 personal fouls to Hiram's
nine, and lost the services of junior center Randy Livingston in
the process.
25-2- 0,

KENYON led at the half,
and despite Hiram's late press,
maintained that lead until three
minutes left in the game when
the shooting of Rowen and Terry
Brown, who collected 41 points
between them, put the Terriers
ahead to stay. Farney again led
the Lord attack with 14 points.
Sophomore John Lynn, junior
Dave Schmid, and senior Tom
Collins all hit double figures.
33-3- 2,

ROOM
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SWIMMERS CRUSH TIGERS, ALBION;
EVANS, PIERCE SET NEW K.U. MARK
Kenyon
10
won
swimmers
straight events and established taking
four new Wittenberg pool records, 2:35.0.
in

addition to setting a new K.U.

Varsity mark,
while swamping
the Tigers, 65-3- 0,
Jan. 15, at

Springfield.
Dave Evans,
and

co-capta-

in

bettered his own
freestyle record by
of a second when he

freestyler,

varsity
three-tent-

Lord

100-y- d

hs

turned in a :51.9 clocking.

This

the

200-y-

d.

breastroke in

d.

FOUR DAYS LATER, Kenyon

traveled to Western Michigan. A
strong Bronco team greeted the
Lords by inflicting a

63-3-

2

loss on

the visitors. Last year, K.U. defeated W.M.U. by the narrowest
and, of
margin possible,
course, the home team was
anxious to avenge the blow to
their prestige. Kenyon could
48-4- 7,

was 1.8 seconds faster than
Wittenberg pool record as claim only two first place finishes
in the meet.
well.
Gullion took a first place in the
DAVE GULLION raced to a
200-ybackstroke with a time of
new 200-ypool
mark
backstroke
His victory marked the
which broke the old standard set 2:14.3.
two years ago by former Kenyon
only individual winning effort;
great Phil Mayher. Gullion's time the other first was credited to the
was 2:12.7.
Gullion also led off Lords' freestyle relay team of
the pool record setting 400-yKuppenheimer, Frank Kooistra,
medley relay team.
Other mem- Bill Watkins, and Evans. Their
bers of the relay squad, which retime was a somewhat slow 3:36.6.
Western, as expected, monopocorded a time of 3:59.2, were Jim
Young, Lynn Hayes, and Evans. lized the meet. Fine facilities and
Bud Kuppenheimer,
a good crop of Michigan swimmers
senior
set a new Wittenberg presented formidable competition.
ON THE SAME WEEKEND,
Pool mark of 23.6 in the
Kenyon swam against Albion Colfreestyle.
Other winners for Kenyon were lege at Albion, Michigan, defeated
Tim Pierce
free-stylthem by a 8 score, and set five
in the 200-yTom LaBaugh in the 200-y- Albion pool records and one KenEd Telli- yon mark in the process.
individual medley
medley relay
ng, a
Kenyon's 400-yfreshman, took third in that
Hayes,
Young,
Gullion,
race; Gullion
of
team
in the diving; and
Hayes, who made up a deficit of and Evans accounted for a 3:59.6
pool
two bodylengths
in the last lap, time. Pierce set an Albion
2:02.6
of
in the 200-ymark
varsity
Kenyon
and
butterfly.
freestyle, and won
Mike Claggett won the 500-yin the 200-yfreestyle in record
freestyle in 5:49.7. LaBaugh took the 500-yns second event of the day by time of 5:53.8.
time
the

d.

d.

d.

co-capta- in,

50-y- d.

57-5-

e;

d.

LaBaugh accounted for a new
individpool record in the 200-yual medley with a time of 2:18.6.
The old record had been set two
years before by an
named Mayher. Evans swept the
freestyle mark off the
old 100-ybooks by gaining victory with a
52.2 second clocking.
Other winners for Kenyon were
Gullion in the dive and
and Hayes, who flew
butterfly.
away with the 200-yKenyon's season record now
stands at two wins and two losses.

d.

d.

d.

d.

d.

d.

All-Americ-

an

d.

200-yd.-backstr-

oke

d.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Financial straits are
forcing us to accept
classified ads.
"All the ads that
we'll print."
lost and found

rides
buy and sell
Everybody reads the

COLLEGIAN

fit

LORDS' CORNER
by Dick Scheidenhelm

There are those who, having panicked after the basketball
team's recent dismal performances, seek to explain the 8
season record by stating that: 1.) the team's shuffle offense,
2.) a lack of spirit, and 3.) poor student support are the causes
of failure. Nothing could be further from the truth.
A deliberate offensive style, such as the shuffle, is probably
the only type of offense compatible with the skills of Kenyon's hoopsters. Complete control of the defensive boards
and lightning speed are necessary for utilizing a Loyola of
Chicago fast break, 'hang the ball on the rim every three
seconds,' type of offense, and Kenyon has neither good rebounding nor outstanding speed.
THE FAULT of the offense seems to lie rather in the Lords'
use of it. Approximately twelve options can be run off the
basic shuffle; Kenyon's basketball team, in the heat of conflict, forgets about ten options and generally relies on two.
The assertion that the team is characterized by a lack of
enthusiasm seems to be entirely unfounded. The player who
missed eight layups in one game was probably trying too
hard. If I were on the basketball team and were aware that
Coach Harrison was jumping up and down on the sidelines,
I think I'd show my best effort.
The statement, made by WKCO's sports director at the
Heidelberg contest, to the effect that the poorness of Kenyon's
performance was aided and abetted by the fact that only 40
students bothered to show up for the game seems to this
observer to be a frivolous rationalization rather than a valid
statement.
What, then, is wrong with the basketball team? Despite
indications in December to the contrary, it simply hasn't
jelled. The team occasionally looks as if it could handle
Wittenberg, and, five minutes later, completely about faces
and plays like a bunch who wouldn't stand a chance in the
'B' intramural circuit. All five starters are capable of playing a good game; the trouble seems to be that, ever since
Christmas, the five haven't gotten hot collectively.
WHATEVER IS WRONG with the basketball team, and
this is the main point of this commentary, screams for a
scapegoat can do no good and might even have a demoralizing
effect. I can assure skeptical members of the student body
that Coach Harrison and the team are aware of their problems and are working hard to correct any basic flaws which
might exist. I might add, in conclusion, that the squad's
steady performance during most of the Hiram game points
toward rejuvenation.
3--

Compliments of

Mt. Vernon Plaza
BARBER SHOP
No Wailing
Four Chairs
At Big Bear Shopping Cenier
Daily
9--
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NO 'UGLY WOMEN'
ALLOWED AT BGSU
by Ashby Denoon
Kenyon's being out in the middle of nowhere has at least one
compensation. Not many townie
brawls.
The SyraBefore Christmas,
cuse Daily Orange reported that
five students were attacked with
razor blades. In 1957 a Korean student at the University of Pennsylvania was beaten and killed. The

relations are

Bowdoin-towni- e

so

atrocious as to be a legend.
The Charities Board of Student
Cabinet at Bowling Green denied
a fraternity's request to have an
ugly woman contest. Instead the
Charities drive has sponsored an
ugly man contest for the past several years to raise money for welfare organizations. Apparently, a
woman's dignity (or vanity) is not
to be sacrificed.
TWENTY-FIVmasked marauders staged a panty raid on an
Ohio University women's dorm.
gentlemen
The stocking-guise- d
"from another Ohio college" broke
into the dorm by picking the lock
on a back door, stole over a $100
worth of undergarments and other
assorted valuables, and sped away
at full steam. The Dean of Students there considered this escapade "a serious act of misconduct."
Barnard women were more resourceful in their attempt to stop
Columbia U. raiders. The frenzied
girls splashed with water and bit
the fingers of the wall scalers before the police finally quashed
the riot.
The increased enrollment at
Wooster College cannot squeeze
into the chapel, so the services
are being televised and projected
on to a
foot movie
screen in Scott Auditorium. This
improvisation enhances the "view
at the pulpit." Maybe WKCO
E

:

six-by-eig-

ht

A CASE FOR SHERLOCK

ol

APRIL FOOL? As Gund Hall will be unfinished next September,
could this be the makeshift abode for an arriving overflow freshman?
should broadcast Holy Commung
shut-inion to
Melvin Mayer, the editor of
University of Alabama's newspaper, has been threatened by the
Ku Klux Klan for endorsing
James Meredith. Alabama U. gave
him police protection after several
violence-threatenin- g
phone calls
g
ceremony on
and a
his fraternity lawn.
late-sleepin-

s.
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(Cont. from page
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other hand, have their social clubs
in which to meet their friends or in
which to entertain their guests."
'The student seldom has refined
and discriminating tastes. His interest in the fine arts is low. He
does not seek the beauty of music,
literature, and painting on his own.
His interests in these fields lean to
recooperative
ANTIOCH has
quirements of all its students. wards the popular mass culture inFour students who had jobs on stead of towards the higher forms
newspapers
were of man's expression. Novels are
Cleveland
afraid of losing these credits be- normally read for something other
cause of the lengthy strike. How- than their literary value; concerts
the baser forms of
ever, Antioch's Extramural De- are
t;
partment director ruled that the popular music are
television
prefer- melodrama
takes
four will receive credit for walking the picket line if they can justify its educational value.
cross-burnin-

ill-attend-

ed;

ever-presen-

Macauley

. . .

Oregan State University's Pro(Cont. from page 2)
l,
fessor of Family Life, L. A.
Considering this small staff, I
states that movies containing bathroom and bedroom scenes do not feel that recent publicity
are "not necessarily a waste of has been unsatisfactory. The last
time for serious college students." commencement received wide
coverage, including the New York
Times, New York Herald Tribune,
N. Y. Herald Tribune Book Review, Washington Post, Cleveland
Plain Dealer, Milwaukee Journal,
and Time and Newsweek maga
zines. (A hometown story was sent
on each graduate, altthough the
News Bureau at that time had
in recent years in the orientation only one person). Stories on the
of the students," Fink said. Re- new library have appeared
in
ferring to a chart, he noted that, most of the Ohio papers, the New
"of 36 men in this year's Senior York Times, New York Herald
class with accumulative averages Tribune, Baltimore Sun, and Liof 2.95 or over, 16 are in the sci brary Journal and World Week
ences, one is not a United States magazines. Pictures were used in
citizen and is therefore not eli the New York Times, the Youngs-tow- n
gible, one plans to enter theology
Vindicator, the Mt. Vernon
and seven will go into medicine or News and the Cleveland Plain
law."
Dealer.
The Cleveland Plain
THIS LEAVES us with only 11 Dealer recently featured Presipotential nominees. You can see dent and Mrs. Lund and Kenyon
that we had to pull at least one in a page and half spread with
from the science majors." If a pictures. So far we have more
science major applies for a Wil than 40 clippings on John Crowe
son, he must also apply for and Ransom's American Academy of
accept if offered, a National De Poets Award.
Anne Macauley
fense Scholarship.
"Not enough of our undergrad
faculty members may not be
uates are aware of the possibili making a strong enough effort in
ties of college teaching as a ca writing letters of recommendation.
reer," Fink said. "The salaries
Fink noted that the Wilson aphave gone up in recent years, and plications this year include
a
if a man is not intent on becom language proficiency test. 'A
lot
ing hithy rich, it can be a very of our boys are caught
agreeable career."
he said. "They admitted
Haywood agreed that the mem that they had forgotten much of
bers of the faculty "don't make their freshman and sophomore
enough effort to recruit teachers language courses."
from the school itself. There is a
Haywood also expressed condefinite attempt made at Oberlin cern that Kenyon has not had a
and Reed, and consequently they Rhodes Scholar for five years.
win more Woodrow Wilsons."
"Our last Rhodes winner was
'MY PERSONAL impression is Harley Henry, an English major,
that students don't seek out their in 1958. The unusual thing was
faculty advisers as much as pos that his verbal College Board was
sible," the German Department only 563 as compared with an
head remarked. "Professor Fink average of 600 in this year's freshbeiner has recommended that the man class."
Whether this indicates a failure
Committee investigate
an overhaul of the whole faculty of the college boards or a class of
mute, inglorious Rhodes Scholars
adviser system."
President Lund suggested that is still uncertain.
Kirk-endal-

Decline In Fellowships
No Elementary Problem
Tribune surveys notwithstanding, the interested layman will
often form his opinion of a college by the number of graduate
fellowships its students win.
When he saw last year that Ober-li- n
students won 21 Woodrow
Wilson Fellowships to Kenyon's
three, it is not difficult to guess
which college would be held
higher in his esteem.
of
The slow but steady drop-of- f
Wilson winners at Kenyon has
recently become a subject of discussion for the Faculty Council.
In 1957, Kenyon students won
four Wilsons out of only 302 offered nationally; 1959 was the banner
year with seven out of 1100. Last
year we won three of 1058. This
year only four of 12 nominees
have been even invited for interviews.
THE FOUR. Steve Herbst,
Seth Kellogg, Charles Williams
and John Ackermann, still must
pass reviewing boards at the regional (Ohio and Michigan) and
national level before any can lay
claim to one of the coveted $1500
yearly stipends.
The situation prompted Professor Bruce Haywood to bring up
the problem for discussion at the
Jan. 21 meeting of the Faculty
Council. The Collegian later inHaywood, President
terviewed
fellowships
Lund and faculty
chairman Robert Fink, to get
their opinions of the decline.
Both men pointed out that Wilsons are primarily for social science and humanities majors who
'plan to enter college teaching. "I
feel there has been a big change

means something to many students.
"The College's participation is
approved and welcomed by many
in the student body, a large number of whom turned out to compete for places on the team."
"Third, participation stands to
benefit the College as a whole by
virtue of the publicity it offers.
Most especially, this promises to
be advantageous in relation to admissions. The program is seen
by millions of viewers, including
a large number of high-schostudents."
"Participation gives Kenyon a
chance to bring its existence to
their attention. No one will argue
that merit scholars will come
flocking in merely because Kenyon has been on the show. But
participation could make a dif- -

flat-footed- ,"

Self-Stud-

y

1, 1963

. . .

1)

ference for students who have
some interest in the College but
are undecided about it. It could
provide an entering wedge for
admissions follow-ups.- "

"Participation on the program
can also make a significant contribution to alumni relations. Indeed, the most positive and tangible effects are likely to arise here.
The College's efforts to improve
financial and other support from
alumni will certainly be bolstered,
and this in turn will add to its
ability to obtain assistance from
other benefactors."

'The Collegian properly reminds
us that the program is only a
game. The analogies relevant are
not those to athletics, but to de
bate competitions
and bridge
tournaments, in both of which the
College has participated. Granted
preence over serious dramatic
The Trinity man, in the Quiz Bowl puts a premium on
sentation.
short, makes few attempts to dis- rapid recall of specific facts, buttinguish himself culturally from anyone who has watched the showhis intellectual and educational in- knows that the contestants will
not do well unless they have a
feriors."
considerable background of intel"In their social activities, a great ligence and scholarship."
number of Trinity undergraduates
"Certainly Kenyon has no busiemploy a double standard of morness
participating unless it has a
ality. While at college or while
participating in college events, the reasonable chance of winning. On
undergraduates, in an attempt to the basis of the elimination testconform to some unwritten stand- ing so far, there is no doubt that
ard of social awareness, will con- we do have such an opportunity
as one would have assumed all
duct himself in a manner that is
certainly outside the bounds of the along. It is doubtful if the Coaccepted mores to which he con- llege will suffer a loss of prestige
forms without the college realm.
Any number of students particiCOLLEGE BOWL WINNERS
pate in ludicrous and grotesque acANNOUNCED
tivities, commonly referred to as
The College Bowl contest
"shows", in the course of their sowinners were recently anIt is not at all nounced. They are: Tom Bond,
cial activities.
strange to have students defecatSteve Crafts, John Gable, Ray
ing in public, removing significant
Gouin, John Gerlach, Bill Hyl-toasportions of clothing in front of
Perry Lentz, Dave May,
sembled fellows and on occasion, Neil Mayer, Pat McGraw, Tom
dates, or acting in ways otherwise
Price, Dave Powers and Mike
related only to perverted or otherUnderwood.
Although
wise sick
the more gross and grotesque ac- if
it loses to some "inferior" intions are practiced by a small
stitution.
It is well known that
group of boys, practically no one
large universities can always musgrows indignant
about
them.
ter a solid core of very sharp
Again, a tacit acceptance of an imstudents. The University of Pittsmoral situation."
burgh operates a highly effective
'The most significant improve- debate program, for instance, by
ment to be desired is that the comparison with ourselves and
Trinity undergraduate become more (for instance) Oberlin. What of
that some
involved
in those fields which it? The possibility
are the interest of the educated specific persons may think less
man. Indeed, if one criticism can well of the College if it is de
summarize nearly all of the prob feated cannot be denied, but this
lems existing here, it is this: the will scarcely outweigh the advan
undergraduate does not have any tages previously noted."
concept of what education involves,
"The Collegian's suggestion that
nor does he give any indications of
program is "in essence repethe
sitwanting to find out. Until this
llent" seems to involve a degree
uation changes markedly, the Trin- of
intellectual purity and moral
body will reity undergraduate
elevation
somewhat greater than
main primarily static in nature."
the occasion warrants. An equally
'The major defect in the image defensible attitude is that held
generated by the student is the by Quiz Bowl personnel themthat the 'program has
lack of pride manifested in his selves
school. The students who come to provided intellectual stimulation
Trinity as their second choice es- to many viewers, particularly
pecially seem to have a less dis- young persons, and has helped to
tinguished career than those whose improve public attitudes toward
original goal was this college. For- and support of higher education.''
tunately this class of students is
"All things considered, the Coslowly disappearing. But somehow
llege's participation offers suthere has been a failure to create
bstantial benefits with relatively
within the Trinity student any
strong sense of pride in his school." slight risk."
n,

sub-human-
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Ransom Award Recipient

Mrs. Winifred Hall

John Crowe Ransom, professor
emeritus of English and former

TYPING DONE
REASONABLE RATES
Call GA
After Fiy

editor of the Kenyon Review was
recently awarded the 1962 $5000
fellowship of the Academy
American Poets "for distinguished
poetic achievement."

Got something to sell?

the new criticism-Ransoalso holds the Boilings'
Prize for Poetry and has received
the Russell Louis Memorial Fund
Prize from the National Institute
of Arts and Letters.
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